Focusing on optimizing your business operations, not on the infrastructure needed to make it happen.

- By using AWS, we’re seeing as much as 65% of our SAP infrastructure costs reduced.
- 65% of customers achieved 30% lower cost of ownership compared to traditional data centers.
- 80% of customers rate AWS as the most secure cloud platform.

Digital Transformation Opportunities in Manufacturing

Opportunities with Industrial IoT

AWS cloud helps address challenges faced by manufacturing operations moving to cloud.

AWS security tools help you stay secure and protect your intellectual property.

"We have increased profits by billions of dollars for our production line." - Amazon

Why AWS? Customers focus innovation, and the class market leader. AWS customers deliver as much as 6 times the features and deploy software up to 80% faster, freeing up resources for you to focus on strategic innovations.

Amazon Web Services can transform your business and help you reach your cloud migration goals.

Amazon Web Services distributes billions of products using cutting-edge automation, machine learning, and AI, and robotics, with AWS at its core. Transform your manufacturing operations with the most comprehensive and advanced set of cloud solutions available today, while taking advantage of the highest level of security.

Amazon Web Services

Product and Production Design
Electronic Design Automation
Computer Aided Design
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Finite Element Analysis
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